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lNote.'- use of steam tables and Mollier chart are permitted.l

PARI - A

(Maximum marks : l0)

I Answer o// questions in one or two sentrences. Each question carries 2 marks.

l. State the function of safety valve in a boiler.

2. What is the use of an economiser in a boiler ?

. 3. State the function of steam condensers.

4. How the gas turbines are classified ?

' 5. What is nuclear fusion ? (5 x2: 10)

PART - B

(Maximurn marks : 30)

il Answer any five of the following questions. Each question carries 6 marks.

l. Explain a La-Mont boiler with the help of a diagram.

2. Determine the quantity of heat required to produce I Kg of steam at a pressure

of 6 bar and at a temperature of 25oC under the following conditions.

(a) When the steam is wet and having dryness fraction of 0.9.

O) When the steam is dry saturated.

3. List the advantages of steam turbines over reciprocating steam engines.

4. Explain a parallel flow jet condenser with a diagram.

5. Explain a closed cycle gas turbine with the help of a schematic sketch.

- 6. Explain a solar cooker with a sketch.

7. Classiff nuclear reactors with examples. (5 x6 :3O)
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PART - C

Maximum marks : 60)

(Answer one fullquestion from each unit. Each full question carries 15 marks')

UNlr - 
I

u (a) List the boiler mountings fitted on a boiler Describe the water level indicator

8
and Fusible Plug'

(b) calculate the enthaipy of I kg of steam at a pressure of 8 bar and dryness

fraction 0.g. How much heat would be required to raise 2 kg of this steam

from water at 20"C 1 '7

On

1y (a) Classify boiler draught. Explain induced draught and forced draught. 8

(b) In a Carnot cycle, heat is supplied at 350oc and is rejected at 25"c.

The working fluid is water, which while receiving heat evaporates from

liquid at 350"c to steam at 350oc. From the steam tables the change of
entropy for this process is l.438kJ/kgK. If the cycle operates on a stationary

mass of I kg of water, find the heat supplied work done and heat rejected

per cycle. What is the pressure of water during heat reception ? 7

UNrr - II

V (a) Explain the working of a double acting steam engrne with simple sketch. 8

O) Dry saturated steam at a pressure of 15 bars enters in a nozzle and is
discharged at a pressure of 1.5 bar. Find the final velocity of the steam

when the initial velocity of the steam is negligible. lf l0% of the heat drop

is lost in friction, find the percentage reduction in the final velocity. 7

On

VI (a) How the steam condensers are classified ? Explain a counter flow jet
condenser with a line sketch. g

O) State the purpose of compounding in a steam turbine. Explain pressure

compounding with a line diagram 7

UNrr - III

w (a) Explain the working of diesel power plant with a block diagram. g

O) Explain briefly the working of rurbo prop engine with a sketch. 7

On
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VIII (a)

(b)

x (a)

(b)

x (a)

(b)

a

State the advantages of gas turbine over I C engines.

A constant pressure open cycle gas turbine plant works between the
temperature range of 15oc and 700oc and pressure ratio of 6. Find the
mass of air circulating in the installation, if ii develops il00 kw Also find
the heat supplied by the heating chamber.

UNn - IV

Describe the working of the following :

(i) Fiat plate collector (ii) Parabolic concentrator.

Explain the principal parts of a nuclear reactor with a diagram.

On

Explain the working of hydroelectric plant with a diagram.

Briefly describe the working of wind mill with a sketch.
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